
Chasing my Y-DNA part 17
Non Parental Event NPE. In doing this we have people in the 
Y-DNA mix such as Pete Horton, which gives location in 
Georgia, with likely migration from the Carolinas, of a 
similar Y-DNA match. 

Young means the son with the same name. Armstrong, 
Elwald, Carr (Kerr), Tweedie (Tweed R.), Hall, Storey, Tait 
(servant to Douglas and Kerr), Horton, Fletcher (arrow 
maker). Names like Armstrong,Kerr, Tweed, Tait tied to the 
Elwald in the Liddesdale region. 

John Michel Tait (78752) seems to have the most markers to 
compare.



In the grouping above there are twenty-four  names with half twelve names Elliott, and seven, between 
a quarter and a third Tait. This makes five names or less then a quarter of the other. In the other there is 
one Kerr, known to have Tait as servants and feuded with the Scott. One Scott, as with Armstrong and 
Elliott a part of the Traitors of Leven, a Burn, (Scottish word for creek, or stream), and a Storey, 

Basically in an analytical sense;
If Pete (Herbert Hoover Horton), is part of the Y-DNA grouping then utilizing the 
same logic the Tait which is enveloped such as Pete is enveloped into the Daniel 
Group must be a part of the grouping also, but this would be a part of the grouping 
previous to Daniel becoming a family name.



The Tait Clan is definitely of Scotland.



The Tait were followers of the Kerr.



The were connected to the Kerr of Cressford, which the Redheugh, Elwald were 
connected to in their sasine (deed), of the Redheugh lands.

Earl of Angus would be Archibald (Bell the Cat) Douglas V earl of Angus, which 



transferred his lands of Redheugh to Robert.

Angus again is Archibald Douglas.

Robt. And John Dalgles (John Douglas and his son Robert), Dande (alias for 
Andrew) Tate (Tait), “mawghe” (servant?). One can see that there is a Jok (John, 
nickname Jok (Jack)), Dande (alias for Andrew like today's Andy), and Will 
(William),  Jok (John) Elwald, was their uncle.

Thorley's Hope (meaning the valley belonging to Thorley became Thorlishope, 



near Heuchhouse/Heughhouse (meaning house on a slope)).

Basically; 
The Y-DNA settled in Cottingham, East Riding Yorkshire, as farmers for the estate 
of Stuteville, then with no sons daughter married a Wake. Land of Nicholforest 
(named after Nicholas Stutville, of Cottingham), was part of the Kirkandrews 
region, went to the Wake of Cottingham, then “De Soulis” and right away about 
1320 to an Archibald Douglas. The Elwald were on this land, to the Elwald 
became part of this land. The Douglas instrumental in establishing a border south 
of  there land in Liddesdale, had the border go up the Liddel River, branch off at 
Kerhopefoot (meaning the foot (beginning) to the hope (valley) of the ker (left 
handers)). Guess the Douglas may have wanted his share of left handed people. 

The Kerr were strongly connected to the Tait, and are noted in there tower(s). The 
helical spiral went the opposite direction, it is like having a left handed screw as 
opposed to the normal right handed screw. When the Elwald moved from 
Kirkandrews and north of the Valley of the Leven, just south of today's Liddel they 
went into the region of Liddesdale basically owned by the Douglas, beyond where 
the Armstrongs had their peel towers along the Liddel.



North of the Whithaugh peel tower of the Armstrong, and south of the Scott in 
Edschaw, Branxholm, and Buccleuch, and south of the Douglas of Cavers. It 
should be noted that the Elwald, the Crosar, and the Elwald  are English, but the 
the Armstrong have the border land as shown by the tower along the Liddel and 
the Scott have land further north. This is important to note at the Union of the 
Crowns the border was cleared of people who lived along it. The Armstrongs, and 
Crosars, and the Elwald/Ellot who were apart of them.

More on the Tait/Tate;

















The above, is the name Tate, which seems to be less Scottish given its distribution 
then the name Tait, but one can see a distribution to the west of East Riding 
Yorkshire (E Yorks).







By, looking at the Tait/Tate surname 
distribution patterns, and how close 
the Y-DNA correlates, the surname 
distribution patterns correlate as close.
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